QUARREL NEAR DAMALCHERUVU
of Arcot. Hidayat Muhiyytfd-Din Khan was not feeling quite
safe because of the knavery of some of the amirs of the army,
and of the Afghans, especially of Himmat Bahadur Khan, who
was the vain aspirant for the throne of the Deccan. So
Hidayat Muhiyyii'd-DIn Khan was waiting for an opportunity
to punish those headstrong people. Thus the two armies which
possessed conflicting interests at heart, and had a disorderly
march in scattered groups here and there with such preparations
of the elements of mischief concentrated on both the sides, joined
together at Dfimalcharu.i The Mughal sepoys stretched out
(1) The Pathan Nawwabs looked on with jealousy at the turn the affairs
were taking.    Pondicherry was  now the pivot of  the  whole  country;  all
things   were   in   the  hands  of the  French,  who  became   rich by securing
considerable  accessions of territory.    Consequently there was great  discon-
tentment which threatened to break out as  soon   as  Muzaffar Tang departed
from the Carnatic. When he was encamping at Rayachoti, in the dominion of
the Nawwab of CuddapahT 5 days'   march  from  Arcot, the latter and the
Nawwab   of  Kurnool  complained  that  Mu^affar Jang  had   allowed   the
Mahrattas to plunder their country contrary to his promise ; and they  seized
some French  horse and   stopped   the   French    ammunition.     The   Afghan
Nawwabs had agreed to Dupleix that half the money  found in Nasir Jang's
treasury should be divided amongst thetn,while their dominions should be in-
creased by some districts, which were however much less than what they first
demanded ; and they also agreed that all the jewels  should   be  reserved for
Muzaffar Jang. In the skirmish that ensued, the Nawwab of Cuddapah attack-
ed the rear guard of Muzaffar   Jang's   troops   which had escorted women;
whereupon the Wazir ordered his whole army to halt and prepared to march
against the Cuddapah troops.   M Bussy who had received specific instructions
to avoid all provocations   into   hostilities,   now intervened   and persuaded
Muzaffar Jang to call upon the Nawwab to explain the reason for his conduct.
Though the Nawwab defied  Muzaffar Jang's message,  yet he sent word to
M. Bussy that he was ready to submit to the Wazir through  French media-
tion.   This behaviour stung Muzaffar Jang  to  the  quick and drove him to
instant action. The troops of all the three Pathan Nawwabs had already been
drawn in battle array and Mugaffar Jang marched to attack the rebels without
French assistance being impatient of the slow pace of their battalion. At first
Muzaffar Tang's troops were repulsed; but the fire of the French artillery
changed the fortunes  of  the   day and   forced the   Nawwabs  to retreat.
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